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THE THEORY OF THE 180^ ’ MAGNETIC FOCUSSING 
TYPE OF BETA RAY SPECTROMETER*
By  AJIT KUMAR SAHA
ABSTRACT. A rigorous iiialhcinaticallheory of the iSo® miignclie fuciissiug type of 
fj-ray spectrometer has been worked out, An c^ ’pressioll for the transmission factor of this 
instrument as a function of the magnetic field and the electron-niomcntum has !)ecu 
obtained. The transmtssion factor of the spectrometer of Lawson and Tyler has been 
completely calculated numerically in order to compare this theory with an earlier approxi- 
mate theoiy developed by Lawson and Tyler.
h .  The iSo“ magnetic focussing type o f/3-ray si)cclromcter with variable 
field has become today, like the ionisation chamber, the Geiger Muller counter 
and the cloud chamber, an indispensable instrument in nuclear physics 
laboratories. It has found extensive application in the study of the shape of Ibe 
conliuiious /3-ray .spectrum and the determination of the position and the intensity 
of the conversion electron groups. On account of the great importance of this 
apparatus it is ncce.ssary to^liave its complete matlieniatical tlieory. The only 
existing theory apiiears to be that due to Lawsou and Tyler ljy4o). They have, in 
course of developing their theory, been forced to resort to many approximations 
and have employed graphical methods even at the initial stages of the theory. 
Consequently their mathematical working is rather obscure at many points. 
The following is an alternative treatment of this problem, being essentially a 
continuation of a method developed by the writer [,Saha (jy44) ] t  connection 
with his theory of the screen cathode fi-ray spectrometer. Almost the same 
uotalions, as used in the previous paper, have been employed here throughout. In 
this theory the method is strictly geometrical, and the analysis may be continued 
up to the final stages without cmployiug any simplifying approximations. The 
permissible approximations come out automatically in course of the analysis 
and these have been clearly indicated in the final calculations of the so-callcd 
transmission factor function of this instrument. Again it must be pointed out, 
that only one graphical integration has to be carried out in this analysis and 
even that at the final stages, whereas Lawson and Tyler had to carry out more 
than one graphical integrations. Thus this method turns out, for practical 
purposes, to be simpler than that of Lawson and I'ylcr. Finally the method 
has been used to calculate the transmission factor function for the Lawson-Tyler 
/3-ray spectrometer in order to compare our theory with that of Lawson and
Tyler.
. * Cotmuuukated by prof. M. N. Saha, I'.R.S., I'.N.I.
i This Paper w ill be referret] to here after as Paper F.
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In fig. T O represenlb Ifit- centre uf llie rectangular plate over which the 
radioactive sample under investigation is spread. With this point as origin, 
let us lake two axes of co-ordinates ()(' and < *v as shown in the figure. is 
perpendicular to the shorter edge of the sample jdate and the positive direction 
of I- points away from the reader. ( )i/ is i>eipendicular to the longer edge of 
the sample plate and the positive direction of ») points to the right side of the 
figure, away from the slit S j . I,ct S he a point (^ ,'/) on the sample plate.
At S we construct a right handed tiame of reference as shown in the figure. 
S/. and vSY are respectively parallel to and i wj. SX is normal to the plane 
of the sample plate and positive direction of ,v is upwards from the plate. The
magnetic field points to the negative diitotion of '/. axis. J.et ns suppose that 
an electron leaves the point S in I he direction S .\ . 1,el be the zenith angle 
and f/i the azimuth of SA , i.c., let <?= Z ASZ and L X SB , where 8B is the 
projection of SA on the z ~ o  jdanc. Instead of taking /> to be -the election 
momentum, as has been done in paper I, we shall take
/’ X electron momentum. a.i
l,et 1/ be the magnetic field applied. As pointed out in paper 1 the eleclrou 
Irajectoiy has the shape of a heli.x whose axis is parallel to the magnetic field 
and whose projection on the r = o  i)larie is a circle. If the ijuantities 7), />, ]. be 
defined by
Ih . 2/’ 
II
1)
Sin l .~  n D cos (*, (a.i)
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tlien the clectrou trajectory is giveu by
(.v-p  sin ipy^  + iy + pc(K, = .. (e.aa) 
.. (2.eb)
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liquation {2.2a) represents the projection of the helix on the plane 2 = 0. It is 
a circle of radius p, with its centre at N (fig, 2) whose co ordinates are
An =  p sin (/«, .v^=-pcos</> ... (2.3)
^ i.s an angle which has liceii called in paper I by the name pitch angle. If 
J', be the projection of any itoint on the electron trajectory on the z — o plane then 
the corresponding li is tl\e Z KK,S. The significance of the length L, the pitcli 
of the helix has been explained in paper I. h'or convenience we shall cull:
(a) the circle (2.2a) as the circle P.
(b) the locus of centres of the circles of 1’ for the same T.) and 0 but
dift'ereiit <j' as the circle Q.
ITg . 2
Before pioceeding any further, we shall explain certain .symbols which we 
shall have to use very fre()ucntiy hereafter. Consider the section of the spec­
trometer by the plane 2 =  0. Bet this plane cut the source slit S , at points A, 
B and the qounter slit S2 at points I ’x, T g ' Let AB cut S 'l'iT g at C. Let the 
circle P cut the line A B at a point M and the line OC at a point T.
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Let the synilx)ls «, ,s, 6, l, d be (Jefiued as follows
< x= Z M S C , s= M S, 8 =  CS, / =  TS, </ =  MC.
'I'hen s in « _ c o s« _  /
d '8  7
{2.4)
If So denotes the peipendicular distance of the centre O of the sample plate 
from the plane of vSj then
S=S„ + j/ ... (2.5)
It is easy to prove that if <i> = the azimuth of an electron (fj) for which the 
circle (2.2a) j)asses through a point M(«) on Sj, then
<i'=a + sin"M ^ .
D sin 0
The distance / for this electron is given by
t— 2p COS *1*=8 + sin « V p* sin -i*
(2.6)
(2.7)
Tlie .2-displaccmcnl of the electron when it leaches the counter slit is given 
by 2 = where
' /= n ( ~  i <l>l=/)cosfJ Sin-1
J) sin 0 ,
(2.S)
'I'lie portion of the line AB extending from A to B w'ill be called by the iiaine 
J. By K we shall understand the portion of the line S \ '  extending from T] to^ 'j. 
Let 2 =  A, , “ a n d y = —/j, —I2 be the boundaries of the slit Sa. If 2t'i 
denotes the length of the longer edge of S2 then
A . = C , - £ ,  A .=  C ,+ ^ . (2.9a)
If j Cs denotes the length of the shorter edge of S2 and /q be the distance of the 
centie of the sample plate from the centre of counter slit then
/i*=/o + ’l + t'2> 2^ =  b,+ ii-( 'a ... (2.9b)
'I'he condition that- an electron will be admitted by the counter slit S» and be 
counted are as follows :—
ill) The circle P should cut both the lines J  and K ... (2.10a)
(h) (i) 0 <  Z <  A+ for electrons with  ^ in 0 <   ^<  (nj2) ... (2.10b)
(2) A_ >  Z <  o for electrons w'ith  ^ in + (n-; 2) <   ^<  ... (2.10c)
As pointed out in ]>aper 1 electrons*with  ^ in 2?r >  (> >  n- or  ^ in 3:1/ 2 >  <j>> r,‘j2 
will be cut off by the source plate. We have therefore the following restrictions 
on 0 and 6, viz.
(fi) <p can lie only in the interval —><p'> -*1
(b) aiul 0 witliin
... {2 .1 1 )
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U -  R E vS T R I C r  I O N 8 ON <p 1 N O R 1) I{ R Til A |' A N 
E I v E C T R ON (p, MA Y  V A 8 S  T H R O U G H  Sj
T h e  aiiR lc  «  c a n  v a r y  o n ly  b e tw e e n  the liniilt; a„ (these Iw in g the a ’ s c o i-  
re s p o n d in g  to  th e p o in ts  A  am i B  r e s p e c tiv e ly ), fo r « . , > « > « „  is the o n ly  open  
p o rtio n  on S i .  T h u s  can  v a ry  o n ly  b etw een  th e lim its <1>, >  »I» >  ‘1*,, (<!»*, <1>„ 
b e in g  th e  ‘b 's  c o r ic s p o n d in g  to e le ctro n s i> w h o se M  c o in cid e  w ith  the p o in ts  
A  a n d  B  r e s p e c tiv e ly ). I^et n s n o w  e x a m in e  h o w  d? fo r a n y  p a rtic u la r  «  v a rie s  
w ith  2p.  T h e  ‘b v .s ,  zp p lot for a n y  i>articu lar a  [ f ig .  4 (a )]  sta rts  at ( a p = * v ,  
d> =  a )  a n d  fa lls  u n ifo rm ly  a s  w e in crease  2p. A g a in  d '(« ) =  o at
2/) =  ,s a sec a l3-i)
Thus for .s- <  2p <  i- sec a, we have d»„ >  o and for 2t> >  .v sec a we have 'b„ <  o. 
Further more as 2p-> cx?, d '{«)-> a — n-'2 asymptotically. Suirpose that at 
p=/»Aii -'l',u  pM, will be given by
2Pab = .S'A .S'If (3-3)
L e t  u.s n o w  e x a m in e  the fo llo w in g  case s in  som e d e ta il.
Case I : Sk <  Su sec  w* (fig u re s 3).
(i) s „ < 2 p < i i : —The circles 1’ and the line J will cui at points 
l)etvveeu D [ a  =  « u *= cos”  ^ (S / a p i]  and B  (<x =  o(b) j)iovided ‘1’ i.( =  « d) d>,,. i.e.
provided N is on the arc NnNr [fig. 3(11)] of tlie circle Q. Botli 'I’l. and ‘J>,i are
>  o and th erefo re  the arc NaNn is alwve SY ' so th a t according to (2.7)
U > l > i u .
(2) .sa <  2p <  .tu sec  ;— T h e  c irc le s  P  and th e lin e J  w ill c u t p ro v id e d
<1>A >  0 >  ‘b„, i . r . ,  p ro vid ed  N  is on th e  arc  N a Nn [fig . 3 (fi)J  o f the c irc le  Q . 
a n d  <1>„ a re  both >  0 , so rh at th e  a rc  N aN i, [ f ig .  3 (h )]  is ab o v e  S Y ' .  H e n c e  
L L.
(3) s„ sec  « „  <  2P <  2pAB d>A >  o, ‘J*„ <  0 an d d>* >  - 'b « .  T h e  c irc le s  P  
an d  th e lin e  J  w ill  c u t if d \  > 0  >  d>„, f ,c . ,  p ro v id e d  N  is on th e  a rc  N aN o. T h e  
p o sitio n  o f th e c e n tre s  N a, N d o f th e c ir c le s  P a a n d  Pn re la tiv e  to th e  lin e  S Y '  
is  a s  s h o w n  in  fig . 3(c). L e t  N c be th e  ce n tre  of the c irc le  P« fo r an electro n  p 
w h o se  d > = o . T h e  «  o f th e p o in t w h e re  P o c u t s  J  is g iv e n  b y
«c“  cos” M8/2p) ... (3.3)
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lividcntly then t f >  i >  /,. We must note an important fact here. I f  the centres 
N k jiN f;  of two circles Piij and P i?2 are so ];laced on the arc N aN i„  one above, 
and Ihe oilier hehnv SV', tliat arc Ni,|= aic N.Ni'j, then since wc
find tliat the circles Pki and Pr  ^ will intersect each other at a point Tn which lies 
on the line SY '. Thus /i!, =  /i'.2 [fig. 3fr)].
(.11 <  2p <  s, sec cXa ;—'I>A >  o, 'h„ <  o, and ‘h, <  - 'h „ . In tliis case
also N imist lie on the arc N*Nu if the circles P are to cut tlie line J  [fig. 3(d)]. 
Hut since now ‘ l \  <  — ‘ I’ ,; vve shall have /' > / > ■  /u [fig. 3(d)]. The rest of the 
discussion in {3) lioUl here also.
(5) sa sec «A < 2 p < o o  :—‘pAandd>„aie both < 0 , and — Again
N must lie on the arc N aNo if the circles P are to cut the line J .  The aic N»N. 
lie wholly below S Y ' as shown in fi«, so that 1* > i  >
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F ig . 3(r)
Case I I  : >  aS i, sec cx,,. This case needs no separate discussion. The
conclusions are only trivially different from thoAsc of case I.
§4 P T T U T HB R  R E S T R I C T I O N S  ON 0 IN T R O 1) O C E D 11 Y 
T II E C O IT N T E R S L I T S2
Let us ])lot / against 2/» for difTeient ex's and consider in detail the curves 
thus obtained. These are shown in fig. 4(h). From (2.7) it is clear ihat for 
any definite value of a : (a) t does not exist for 2p <  /, at 2p — Sa, / =
(r) c///d(2p) =  i at 2p =  s sec (d) i incieases uniformly as 2p is increased and 
ie) as 2p C50, i asymptotically to the value / = S+2p sin tx, which represents 
the straight line RM.h [fig. passing through {2p — o and /“ )^ and inclined to 
the 2p axis at an angle tan "’ (sin (X). "Ihus for any particular point M on the line 
J with the .souice angle cx(a'>  ot >  w„), the i v.s. 2p curve starts at Mjzp^Sa.,  
/=^), rises uniformly, touches a line ILAa ivas.sing through f/ = o, 2/> =  o) 
and inclined to 2p axis an angle of 71/4 at a jiojnt M.^  (2p — sec cx = fj 
and finally approaches asymptotically the line RM3. The curves corresponding 
to points A, B on the line J  are the curves A jAbAa, re.spectively of
the figures. Kvidently these curves intersect at N (2P =  2/>ad, f =  /An), Consider 
the curves B3 A  ^ A  ^ and IL A i N IL* Clearly for any pai ticular value of 
2p the ordinate of the coiresponding i»oint on the foimer curve gives the 
maximum possible value oi i for the circles P interesting the line J, and that 
of the corresponding i>oint on the latter curve gives the minimum possible 
value of f. We may call thcrefoie these cuivcs by tlie name the tmu^  and the 
hnin ciM vcs respectively. In is easy to see that the /mux curves coincides (a) 
with . or sti <  2p <  Sn sec ot„, ib) with the line B3A2 (whose equation is t =  2p) 
for An s (Xn <  2p <  sec oCa and (c) with for i\seccxA<2p. Also the fmin 
curve coincides with (d.) the line B iA , which is parallel to the 2p axis and is 
placed at a distance 8 from it for sp <  2p <  ih) with Ik for <  2p <  2pAw, and 
5—1576P-- 3
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(c) with /„ for 2p*« <  2f>- In passing, we note that m the regions s, <  2p St 
htc «„ and .S-. sec a. <  2f>, Uic U cm ves do not cut each other. But in the region 
s„ sec a, <  2i> <  Sk sec a* eacli curve cuts any other cuive once.
Now let us draw two lines hi and L,u paiallel to and ai distances l\, h 
respectively from the axis. I,el tlie.se lines cut the /mn.t cuive at the points 
P, and P;; respectively and t h e c u r v e  at the points Q, and Q." respectively 
(tigs- 5 '. Let the abscissae coiicsponding to these points be zRi,  aR / , 
aR., respectively. 'I'hen conditions (a.ioa) sliow that the lirsl condition that 
must be satisfiedtby /• in order tl.at the ciicles P may cut both the lines J and K is
2R , < 2 P < 2 R ,  ■■■ •4-1)
Poi each point S on the source plate these values R* and R . arc constants and 
it is our purpose to determine them. Suppose that a line L parallel to and at a 
distance / from the 2p axis cuts the fm,„ curve at 2p =  2Ru and the Imi, curve
jRiii. It is clear that
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fa) if / <  <5 then R n  does not exist,
(b) ab sec «!„ then R n  is i^ iiven by
\ Sin (Xb /
fc) if 5n sec cx„ <C / <C s»ec then Rn is given by
2R,1 =  /,
id) if aa sec <Xa <  / then i?/i is given by
\ *
(4.2a)
4K “ii=  ' -  1
\  S l U  <x,
Again we note that
(a) * if / <  S then R n \  does not exist,
(b) if 8 =  Z then R/u may have all values between Sn and aa i
(c) if 8 <; / <  /a„ then R/u is given by
4Rfii = ( ' . ~  -  )  +.Va*,\sm a* I
id) if A^ij / then Rtii  is determined by
4R h i j - [  ^\sui (Xp /
(4-2bj
The quantity /au occurring abave is tlij ordinate of the point N [fig . ,|(/))1 
where the in and the i\ curves intersect. It is evidently given by
j — s _L ^ ' d uU - S +  . --- ^4-3)
Thus the quantities
R i = R h i ,  R , '  — Rij\\, R( '  =  Rlii, R ,  =  Riiu, ... (4.4)
may be determined by the use of the appropriate formula given above.
We are now in a position after all these foregoing discussions to examine in 
detail the restrictions that should be imposed on <p in order that a circle P may 
intersect the lines J  and K , the radius of llie circle P being such that the 
condition (4.1) is satisfied. We have two distinct cases to consider.
Case I : It may happen that R < ' >  R /  [fig. 5(a)].
. (A) Let <  2p <  2jR / .  Let the abscissa of the point IJ, be 2p. 
Through U , draw the ordinate and let it cut faux at V, and La at W,. Then
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(A—i) :—if ttnax—h, there will be only one U curve through Wi and 
the azimuth of the circle P passing through this point « on the line J  and 
having 1 =  1^  is
‘J»/2 =  cos“ ’ (/^/ap).
The circles P will cut both J  and K  if
> ^ >
••• (4-5)
... (4.6)
(A— 2) : If /mint —Up then there will be two curves through Wi and the 
azimuths of the circles P passing through these points a on the line J  are ±d>ta. 
'I'he circles P w’ill cut both J  and K  if
<l>l2 >  </> >  -<1%, ... (4.7)
provided both the /» and In curves are below the line L j. If however, 
one of these curves say It fall above this line, theu d)* <C d)/^  and conse'quently ijt 
should lie betw'een
>  r/i >  <[>,,. (4.y)
Similarly if L„ falls above L2, (j> should lie betw'cen
f
-> (4-9/
( A - 3) : - l f  i inuv — A^. theu again there will be one /» curve through Wi and 
the corsesponding azimuth i s T h e  circles P cut both the lines J and 
K  if
a * 4 > 0 > - d '/ j .  (4.10)
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(U) Let 2 R /  <  2/0 <  2 K i ' .  Let the abscissa of the point [fig. 5(a)] be 
2 p .  Through IJ2 draw the ordinate to cut tm„x at V j and /„„n at W ^ . Then 
it can be easily seen by an examination of figs. 5a, 5 b  that no matter what (,nm 
or fniin curves are, the circles P will cut both J and K if
<I>, >  V- > (4.II)
(C) Let 2l?i' <  ap <  2 R ,. Let the abscissa of the point U3 [fig. 5(a)] be z p .  
Through IJ3 let us draw the ordinate to cut the line L i at V3 and the / min curve 
at W3. Then if firmx curve is either the curve L or the curve fii we find that 
there is only one ia. curve through Vj and the a/dinuth of the circle P passing 
through this point (a) on the line J and having t =  l i  is according as /mi,j =  L
or L, the angle ‘hti being defined by
>^11 =  008" '  ( l i l z p ) . (4.12)
On the other hand if final =2p, then there are two/a curves through W-, and the 
azimuths of the two circles P passing through these two points on the line J but 
meeting at the same point/ =  /i on the line K  are ±'hip. Thus the circles P 
will cut both J  and K  in the case
(c- i)/mi.j,= fn and fniiii=fii, if d'/, >  > ‘l'„, ... (4.13)
(C —2)fm»it =  2p and tmiD — tk, if 0 lies on either of the intervals
or ... (4.14)
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provided U lies below L ,. If however lies above L i, then the proper limits
are
^ \ > 0 ><h/i (4.15)
(C -  3)/umx =  2p and tm\n — tti, if 0 lies on either of intervals 
>  0 >  d>/j, or -  >  0 > (4.16)
provided Ik lies below Li- If however Ia lies above L j, then the proper limits 
are
-<h/, > 0 > < K  ... {4.17)
(L /rn>ix~/A and /min“ /H| if “* ^  0 ^  d^ n, ... (4.18)
C a s e  I I  : A^ain it may happen that K /  <  Rj, [fig. 5(b)].
(AT  ^ If 2 R 1  <  <  2R /  llien the discussion is the same as that of (I.A),
(B; bet 2R 1' <  2/> <  2 R /  Let the abscissa of the point IJ2 be 2 P . Draw 
the ordinate through to cut the lines Lj and L2 i^t Vo and respectively. 
Then as in case 1, if is either /i- or L then only one L  curve passes through V3 
and another through and the azimuths of the circles P passing through the 
corresponding j^oints on the line J  and meeting the line K at / =  /x and are
d'/j respectively if t m a x — hi I 
respectively if /mm =  /A-or
On the other hand if /nux =  2/J, then two curves pass through V j and another 
pair through Wj, Thus azimuths of the two circles belonging to the family P 
which meet the line K at i = /i are ± ‘h/| and tliose of the two circles P meeting 
the line K  at/ =  /ij are ± d ‘/j. Thus circle P will cut both J  and K  in the case 
when
( B - 1 )  tmn*= ti;, if 0 lies on »l‘i j j>   ^> ‘l>/j. ... (419)
(B -2 )  =  2f, tnx\u =  tx, if <p lies on either
tpjj >  >  d‘/i or -d)(, > < p >  (4.20)
provided in lies below La- If lies above Lj then the interval on which f  
should lie is
d'/j > < ! > >  ‘J’h .
Again if in lies between L , and L;;, then the intervals are
‘1>;, >   ^>'1>;, or >  >^ >  d‘„,
(B -3 )  lmni =  2 p ,  lmiu =  in, if <!> hes Oil either
d'/j >  0 >  d»/, or -  d‘ij >  0 >  -  d’/j 
ptovided i\ lies below La- If L lies above La then the proper interval is
-d>i, > 0 > - d ;u „ .
(4-21)
(4-22)
(4-2J)
(4 24)
Again if U lie? between L i end L j. then the intervals are
d>» >  ^ >  or -  »l>ij > < ! , > -  (4 25)
(B -4 )  =  if  ^ lies on ><(>>  ,,^  .26)
(C) If s R , '  < 2 p  <  2 R ,, then the discussion is the same as that of (I-C)
This discussion, given in this section, is too abstract and tedious, and one 
may lose the general trend of the method in the maze of mathematical formulae 
appearing above. So we propose, before ])ioceeding any further, to take uj) the 
concrete case of the lyawson-Tyler ^-ray spectrometer, and illustrate the use 
of our method. For this instrument we have
2^ 0 =  24001, O', =  1.6 cm, 2C j= .3 cm,
rfA =  i3.8gcm , di,= 10 .ir cm.
Letus take »)=+ .r s  cm. Then the values of the conesironding quantities 
8, /j, etc. appear in the following Table.
T.mii.e I
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1 '2 ! '1 :
! !l i II ; a 
>3 R ,\ 2 K.'\ "
i  a i !■n a
! '
 ^ I .SIJ hev a„ 5 , sec as 2 R . ' 3A',
1
. 1 1 12.15 24 -:4 3 1 (n>ii) ' 5^.^  5 15 Si JS.4S 1 20Itcm j cm
nS.(»5 7*Ua 3.S24 71 2^  27 .. 24 53
cm cm cm cm. i rrui,
1
rad (Mil cm. cm 1 cm.
1
(Mil cm cm.
Since i« sec <  1m <  Z, <  .s* sec cXa, it is clear that for the region v\e aie 
iirterestcd in, Zmaj = 2Z^<. 'Consequently 2/?<, x R , '  are given by formula (42a) 
[ca.se (c)J, being therefore respectively Z- and Again since Z A ,i</a</,,
x R / ,  2 R , are respectively given by formula (42b) [case (d)J. Jividently, 
<  2 R /a n d  therefore we have to di.scuss a figure like fig-5(b). Let 
curve cut the lines L i, L2 respectively at the points 2 p = 2 R \ l i  and x R kI-i res|iec- 
tively. These are determined by
(2i?AJi)®= (/,-8/sin aAl' + .i;*®, (2/Ja/2)“= O j-S/sin o<aZ’ 4
The actual numerical values of these quantities are given in Table I. We 
shall have later occasion to calculate ' l \ { p ,  »/', the total length of domain over 
which the azimuth ^ should lie in order that the circles P may cut both the lines 
J  and K . In what follows we shall obtain expressions for T , l p ,  15 '. Thus for
(a) 2I? ( <  2P <  22?Aij, the azimuth should lie between ‘I'/j <  0 <  - ‘hZj { c f .  
I I .A  above, i . e - ,  formula (4-7)] • ' Thus T A f ’ , .i5) =  2‘I>Z2.
(h) 2 R \ i i < . 2 p  <  z R i ' ,  the range on which the azimuth should lie is
<hA>0>-<E>tj [c/. formula (4.8)]. Thus 7',(p, .15) =  '^^  +
(c) z R  A  < ,  2 p  < .  z R , the intervals are >  ^ >  and - 4>j, >  f  >  —
\ c f .  foiniula (4.26)], Thus 7',(p, .T.s) =  ‘I\  + ‘I*j2-2d^’/j.
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{il\ 2R /  <. 2n the intervals are 4>» >  ip >  —1'jj >■  (/> ><I>, fc/.
fonmila ( 4 . 1 7 ) ] .  T im s 'i’ lC/', . 1 5 )  = ‘ Ih —
W ) 2R mj <  2f> <  2R , ,  the range is  ^><^ l>p \cf. formula (4.18)].
'rhns T i i p ,  .15)“
£/>
F j O. 6(6)
This discussion should be followed with the Help of 6(a). The function 
Tiip,  .15) has been plotted against ap in 6g. 6(6). We may carry out the whole
procedure given above, for t] =  o cm, and —.15 cm with necessary modifications. 
The corresponding curves are shown in fig. 6(?:)), It is clear that forms of
these curves do not depend much on 1;, In fact, the curves for diflercnt
values of may l>e obtained by shifting curve by an amount»/. Thus
we may take in future
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'J'his completes the discussion of the restrictions necessary on the azimuth 
of an electron in order that it may pass through the counter slit. These restric­
tions are introduced by the finite extensions perpendicular to ihc magnetic axis 
of the slits and So. The extensions of these slits parallel to the c-axis, r.c., to 
the niagnatic field introdiic'es certain reslrictions on  ^ and D so that conditions 
(2.10) are satisfied. These restrictions will be calculated in what follows.
§5. R K S I C T T O N T H A T  M V T HK T M P O S K 1) ON e
We note that the .'r-displ a cement of the point where an election cuts the 
counter slit yS^  is never less than the ,:>displaceiiient of the point wliere this elec­
tron cuts the source slit. So it is enough to calculate what restrictions are 
necessary on the parameters B and D in order that an electron may ]>ass through 
the counter slit. We shall confine our attention first to the positive portion of 
where o <C0 C i n j 2.
As pointed out already in §2, the ^-displacement of an electron when it 
reaches the slit S2 is Z, where Z is given by (2.8). Clearly Z will exist only 
if 2p, i .c .,  D sin 6 <  Thus i f  D  " >  s and Oj is defined by
sin O^-slD,
then Z exists if  ^ Evidently
^[(9,(«)] =  (a+ .
(5-i)
(S 2^)
Now >  tfi(a) >• for > « > « „ .  For 6 >■  ,((Xa) it is clear that
Z{S, « a) >  Z(0, «) >  Z{0, a„). The discussion of the Z(&, «) curves for 6 <  ^i(a,) 
is difficult but is fortunately unnecessary as vve shall see presently we shall have 
almost alw'ays to discuss ^’s w'hich are >  <5,(o<a).
It is clear that a Z(6) curve for any particular a and D  starts from a maximum 
at =  then falls uniformly as we increase  ^and reaches the zero value at 
€ =  nlz. [cj. fig. 7(a)].
• We have seen already that in order that conditions (2.10) may be satisfied we 
must have condition (4.1) satisfied. I f  the angles Oi, \ 6,' , 6, be defined by
~D ’
• /) $  ism *2 R i '
p
s in ^ /= ^ -^ ',  sin<?.= ~ | '. . . .  (5.3)
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then
H2
(a) if D ' ^ 2 R i ,  we have zp < sR* according as ^  ,
(h) if D ’> z R i ' ,  w'e have zp ^ zRt'  according as ^ 0(',
(c) if D >  2/?/ vve have zp ^ z R , ’ according as ^ 0,',
((/) if D " ^ 2 R ,  we have zp ^ 2R , according as 6 ^ 0, .
A. K. Saha
(5 4 )
In fig. 7(h) we have plotted the angles ^i(a), (9,, 6,, as functions ofD . 
v . s . 11 curves start respectively at [D=xn, i^(<Xi',) =  jr/2], [R =  jtA,
«j(a,)=7r/2] and falls uuifoimly as 7.1 is iucreascd. The ff/, 0, curves 
also start from the inaxhmim value n-/j at D = 2 R i ,  sRt, ^R,' ,  2R,  respectively 
and fall uniformly as 7) is increased. Again since in almost all cases 2 R i >  s, 
we must have ^  for D ^ s R i .  I'roiii the figure it is
dear that the condition (4.1) is satisfied only when the point (/), (9) lies on the 
shaded area bounded by B=nj2  line, B=^6i and B — B, curves.
We shall now calculate for what B will the curves Z( )^ for any particular D 
and «, cut the line M which is parallel to and at a distance A.,, from the fl-axis 
[fig. 7(h)]- Let us suppose that the two Z{B) curves correspondig to « =  «i and 
«=«i) cut the line M respectively at B=B^ and 0=S*. To determine these angles 
we must solve the transcendental equations
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D sinO sin - a ,
7) sin B, sin — cKu
(5-5)
These equations cannot be solved exactly but luiiiierical solutions by Die 
application of the method of Ri j:ula Falsi (mentioned in paper 1), may be obtain­
ed. Let us plot the angles h, and against /) as shown in fig. 7(/>). It is clear 
that since B„ <  B>, the B„(D) curve lies below the *^(77) curve. It the point (77, 0) 
lies below tbs B„ (D) curve then evidently Z{D, B, a) for all slit angles >• ot >  cx„ 
w illb e > A + . Thus in order that condition (2.10b) be satisfied, it is essential 
that the electron must have its point (77, b) in fig. 7(71) between B — nIz line and the 
(77) curve. Conditions (2.10b) and (4.1) will be simultaneously satisfied if and 
only if an electron has its point (D,B) within the area [marked off by thick lined 
boundaries in fig 7((>)] surrounded by B =  n/2 line and the <!,■ , and 0, curves. 
The Bb(D) curve cuts the B, curve at 77 =  77,u where D,u is given by
12
+ (27^ ,)= Cs-t>)
““ [«.,+ sin-‘ (W 2R .)]'
It is immediately dear that if D < . 2 R i  or 77 > 77«i, then no electron can 
passthrough the positive portion of S*.
Let us examine the curves in fig. 7(6) again in detail, h'or n j 2 >  B >  B^  we 
have ZiB, a) for all slit angles « . , > « >  «„ will be <  A+ and so if the azimuth of 
an electron (77, tf) lie within proper limits discussed in §3 and §4, ail these 
electrons will be admitted by .S*. But difficulties arise for Oa >  (9 >  B„. o(,
be the slit angle, corresponding to which Z(B, 77, a,) for any particular B in
B , > B > B n  is A+. Then Z(B, 77, «J < A+ according as « ,>  ex >  a, or a, >  cx >  a„.
Thus in order that condition (2,10b) Ije satisfied we must have <x, >  cx >  a,,. <x, is 
given by
A*
77 cos^
— sin
20
77 sin B
■ I A, -s in  ~-~ 
\ Deoc s Bj (5.7a)
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Thus'I'ai, =  the* azimuth of the electron (D,0) for which the circle P passes 
through the point M(« =  cx,) in the line J, is given by
<!>„,=-A *... .
D cos O
(5-7b)
Thus if an electron fD, has to pass through the counter slit, its a/.imutli 0 
should not lie in ‘i>* >  Q^ o,, but must lie in ‘I’oi >  0 >  dv. This must be
Iwrne in mind in applying the results of ) 3 and §4 to electrons {D,B) for 6 in
e , > e >
The discussion for the negative position of the slit where ? r / 2 < S < jr ,  
follows closely what has given above. The corresponding conclusions may be 
immcdiutely drawn by an examination of the upper half of the fig. 7(6).
§0. r K S  N S M I S S 1 O N !• C T O R U 1' T H P S P E C  T R O M E '1' I') R
We may now proceed to caiculate the number of electrons eiiteiing the 
counter space in a magnetic field H. Let be the distribution function in
P, i.e-, nip] dp is the nunibei of elections emitted per second from one unit aiea 
of the sam))le (date per unit solid angle, having their momenta in the range 
/> I (//>.. 'I'lieii the nnmhei of electrons enlLring the counter space is evidently
Let
\ f//' =  J  »</>' dp  J  thj J  d<; J sin fiilO J thp.
= S df, C. »?) =  J sin (fd0, I
T A D .  V) =  S T ^ d $ ,  T(D) =  /T,di;
'6.1) 
(6:2)
'I'he limils of tile integrals Tj, V'.^  have already lieen discussed in ?3, Lj and 
We sliall now numerically compute these integrals for the conciete case of 
the Lawson-Tylvr /Liay siiectrometer. The functions Tj(p, »;) have already 
been calculated in §.i for three different values of >}, viz., —.15, o, H- .15  cm. 
[c/. fig. 6(Mj.
To calculate TAD, 1^ , <;) we proceed as follows. Taking >; =  o cm., we first 
plot the 1^, v,s. D curves for thiee different values of vis., ocm ., .4 cm.,
and .M cm. .Since 0 is very nearly n/z we may use the following approximation 
instead of using the method of Rcgula I'aisi. Taking
e — njz — d,
where • is understood to be small, we get
A . ^
fH «,+  s u r ' /tlcx„ + sin~Mr)i/i>)]
In fig, 7 (< ). n, f ji have been plotted for the follow ing values
A+ =  ,8cm ., .4 cm., o cm., A_ =  .8cm ., 1.3 cm., 1.6 cm.
(6.3)
(6.4)
It fe quite evident that «„(/); are more or less cou.stauts. Value?, of <•; for which 
the electron (D, «) enters the counter is so small that sin 6= cos <• i and so /> 
does not change appreciably as we change e between the limits of the integral T--. 
This means that- the quantity T , in the integral T .  may be taken constant and 
so taken out of the integration sign. Thus
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It is also evident from the [fig. 7 ‘ r)] that
eiilA^ .) + ei(A_) =  .047 cm.
(0.5a)
(6.5b)
lor all the three different value?, of ii fixed upon. We have neglected the 
collection on the azimuth limits due to length of the counter slit parallel to the 
magnetic field, which, as mentioned at the end of §5, should bij applied to those 
electrons D  whose e lie between e.v and e,,. This correction is, in tact, quite 
small. If we take the two other values of »/, we find that the quantity (6.5a) 
above does not change perceptibly. Thus
T:> ( D ,  »/) =  1.6 X .047 X 1\ ( D ,  rj). (o.bi
It has already been shown ill -'4 that the function v) for different values
of )] may be obtained by .shifting rj — o) cmve by an amount ij. 'J'hus we
'/ - ■»
t
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The curves A, H, C cotTespuiul respectively to {=0, .4, .8 cm.
F ig . 7(f)
may employ the approximation (4,28) without introducing much error. A 
mentioned in §5, the proper superior limit to D  for any particular point {4', ij) 
on the sample plate is But since the curve falls extremely steeply for 0
near ir/2 [c./. fig. 7(c)], Dkh is practically equal t o  z R . .  Thus it is clear that 
V  must lie in z R i  (»;= - .15I < D  <  z R ,  {>)==> + .15) if th*-* electron J )  has to enter 
the counter space. I f  z K i  (»/= —.is) =  2i?i, and z R ,  ('/=  ^ .i5) =  2J'i!s, we have
2K i *»Z?i =  23.7 cni., 2W a=I7j=24.7i cm, ... (6.9)
For 2^1 < .D  <  2f?( (ij= + ,15) we have to calculate the area under the l \ t D ,
ii6 A . K, Saho
V=o) curve between 2Z'J<(>j=o) and D+ .15  cm. in order to find T(D), whereas for 
j 1?T(v=  ~ -15) <  ZZ <  aZ?2 we have to find the area under the Ti(D, ij =  o) curve
F i g . 8 *
between /) —.15 cm and zRA'J^o).  For D iii 2R({f)= + .15) <. D <. 2R,  
(ij= — .15) we have however to calculate the area under the Ti(D, ij =  o) curve 
between D —.15 cm and D + .15  cm. In this way, the 7'(jR) curve has been 
constructed [cf. fig. 8]. This function may be called the transmission factor 
iuuction of the spectrometer. Our curve may be compared with the one deduced 
by Lawson and Tyler. We have finally
where
f p m
N (H )= / n i t > ) T { p l H ) d p .
■ ' Pi(H)
p m  =  D J i l 2 ,  t - A l D = D , H h -
(6.10)
(6.11)
Kquatiou (6.10) is an integral equation which must be solved in order that the 
momentum spectrum may be deduced irom the experim*ital N(H) curve.
§7, S O L U T I O N  OP T H E  I N T E G R A L ,  E Q U A T 1 O-N 16 u,)
O P 'J' ME S P E C  r R O M E T E R
To complete the task of this paper we have now to show how tlie integral 
equation (6.10) may be solved. Lawson and Tyler have given an extremely 
elegent way of doing this Their‘method involves j.ractically no labour. The 
best that we can do, thciefoie, is to transcribe their method in our notation. 
This is done in what follows. Since the range i p i ,  p.^) is quite small we may 
develope h(/>) about some point in this range by Taylor’s theorem. We have 
thus
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n(f>) =  h(P)+ M/’ “  P) + M p ~ P y +  etc. ... (7,1)
Substituting this in equation (6.10) vve get
n i P ) = ^ ^ - ^ ^ l ( D - D , ) T { D ) d D - ^  J { D - D , r n D ) d [ ) - e t c .
•Dj
j  r{D)dD,  ... (7.2a)
■■■ (7-ab)
where
and
TJ ■
Now let V:, be chosen in such a way that
.r>2
[  l D - D ,) T { D ) d D " o .
*' D,
(7.3)
This equation may be solved graphically and the solution D;, is evidently a 
constant of the spectrometer, like the quantities I>i and 1)^. For the transmis- 
•sion factor function, which w'e have ealeulated, we obtain 1)3 =  24.1036 cm., 
whereas Law’son and Tyler obtain P.tt= 24.1264 cm. We have finally
(7.4)
If // is small, as is in general the case, the correction term in .ibove may be 
neglected, and
 ^ ’ H K ■■■ f?-5)
This inethod fails when the maximum momentum of llie electrons fall 
within the limits and f>2- Let H j be defined by
^3 (Hi
Corresponding P  is given by
P i H i ) =  P , =  ^  /inm.,
2 D2
(7.6a)
(7.6b)
Thus for fields H  <  H i, the I^awson Tyler method will be applicable on account 
of the fact itiat pmax >Pn{H)-  Consequently the momentum spectrum may 
be built up by the application of formula (7.5) up to P ]. On the other hand 
for H >  H i, since Pz{H) >  pmun the formula (7.5) is not applicable. According 
to Taw'son-Tyler’s calculations
^3/2  = 12.06320111, 1)2/2 = 12.3 cm,
so that a^.018.
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Thus the leusth of the tail of inomenlurn spectrum (Pi <  {> <.pmnx ) over which 
tlie Lawson-Tyler melliod is inapplicable is about i.8%  of pmnx. Over this 
tail the integral equation (6.10) takes the form
n{p)T(plH)dp.
/>.(//)
(7.7)
hot
H (7-R)
TIk:ii lliu lyawson-Tylcr’s fnnrmla (7,41 may l^ e made applicable over this tail 
also, if we ^ive to tlie symbols P, Ho,, /\ new mcaninfts. Thus P3 is to l)e 
determined as the solution of the equation
{D-D:,)T{D)(W^o. (7.9)
'I'liis (.<inatiou niay be solved i;ra))l'.ically for different values of Do^ k and 
]),t v.s. curve may be plotted. /’ will be connected to Ds by tlie old
formula (7'2b). K  will now have tlie meaning
K /T)\u.\ n - n n } d n . (7.10)
'I'o concl ude, we make some remarks about the maximum momenluin pmnx 
Tliis is determined from the upper limit of the N(H)  curve by
. _  f? 1 PfinazPmiix--- --------- i7 . l l )
It is h.owever very difficult to determine //max for ftcnerally, unless the source 
strength is very great, the N { H )  curve aj^proaches zero very gradually. Thus 
the observed end point is in general different from the true end point
Hmax. In fact H'max coiTcspoiids to that momentum Pi for which the 
integral
/
p^nvxx
P l i H ’nm)
n ip )T ( D ) d p .
is indistinguishable from zero. Thus in order to determine pm„x more accurately 
it is necessary to increase by increasing the source slicugth, or to increase 
the transmission factor, If we* gradually increase the source strength the 
observed end pohit H'm»* will gradually increase until after soni? definite 
critical source strength, H'ma* will remain stationary a  ^some value, which we 
may take us the true end point. The end-pioint may however be deterniiiied 
much more accurately and conveniently with a screen cathode j8-ray spectro­
meter (Paper I) on account of the fact that the transmission fktor of this 
spectrometer is of a much higher order of magnitude.
We have now to show how the positions and the intensities of the hoinogene* 
ous groups of the conversion electrons may be determined. To do this we must 
remember that the transmission factor function TiD) may also be interpreted 
as proportional to the N{H) curve of a group of electrons of a single momentum.
Thus if the momentum of any homogeneous group of electronsJbe /> and 
the intensity of this group be I, i . c .  if I such electrons be emitted per 
second per unit solid angle, per square cm. of the sample plate, then the N(H) 
curve of these electrons will be given 1>y
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N{H) =  JT{plH).
Let Hi, Hz, Hi  be defined by
Hi-. 2p
r>i
H., II _  2/>
n r  ^  ~d :
where T)z have the same meaning as before and /L is the abscissa correspond- 
injg to which T(D) has the maximum value. Then the ) curve starts from 
7,ero at H = H i  rises to a maximum at i/  =//a and then falls to zero at 7-7=H2. 
Thus if we can find accurately Ih, and Hilh),  then it is possible to determine p 
and 7. Kvidently it is necessary to distinguish with great precision the N(77) 
curve due to the ^-rays with continuous spectrum from that due to the conversion 
electrons, and this can (luite easily be done in practice.
An M  — F  ^-ray spectrometer with variable field i.s under construction in this 
laboratory. It is being planned by Mr. S. Das, M-vSe., in collaboration with the 
writer to study the /3-radiations emitted from Co®“ supidied to us by the courtescy 
of the M .I.T . cyclotron laboratory. The writer wishes to express his thanks 
to Prof. M. N. Saha, D.Sc., F .R .S . for his kind interest in the progress of this 
work. H e thanks also Mr. S. Das, M.Sc, for his kind a,ssistance in carrying out 
the numerical calculations of this paper.
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